In the medical curriculum teaching by means of lectures occupies a very prominent position. Each subject included in the educational scheme has its prescribed number, and these the official teacher must duly deliver. The student in his turn must attend a certain proportion of each series, and must show formal proof of such attendance before he can be admitted to the corresponding examination.
Practical instruction in laboratories and in hospital has nowadays a large and growing place in the curriculum, but the lecture continues to hold its own. It is heard at the outset, and ceases only when the student has completed the full measure of the prescribed classes. The method has its critics, and these do not invariably avoid the language of scorn. It may be that the critics are an increasing body, and that they can find larger opportunities for their destructive ambitions. So far, however, they can boast but little practical success, and the student still feels a power which seats him on the pupil's bench and bids him lend to the official prelection at In a word, the discipline of the lectureroom and the inspiration of the living teacher are not less necessary than the practice of the hospital and the frigid severity of the printed page.
